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Abstract
In digital forensics, identifying the model of the camera that was used to obtain
a given digital image, presents an interesting problem. In a scene of a crime, it may
help the forensic investigator to identify the camera that has taken the digital image
used as evidence. The properties of the image given in the Exchangeable Image
File Format are easy to modify and thus, cannot be authenticated. The exponential
increase in digital image capturing devices in the past few years has further added to
the problem. In this work, we aspire to provide experimental results and compare
the accuracies generated by a number of two-class classifiers when fed with multiple
features of images captured by two camera models, which help in the identification
of the source camera model of the given image. Hence, to improve the efficiency of
source identification, we strive to improve upon the classifiers in use.
Keywords: Digital Forensics, Image Source Identification, Camera Model, Feature,
Two-Class Classifier
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the non-digital space, an image has by, and large been acknowledged as a
confirmation of happening of the portrayed occasion. In the digital age of the
day, generation and control of digital images are made straightforward by an ease
of equipment and programming devices that are effortlessly and broadly accessible.
Therefore, we are quickly arriving at a circumstance where nobody can hold the
credibility and honesty of digital images for granted. This pattern undermines the
validity of digital images introduced as confirmation in a court of law, as news items,
as a component of a medicinal record or as monetary reports since it might never again
be conceivable to recognize whether a given digital image is the first or a (maliciously)
adjusted form or even a depiction of genuine events and articles.
To address these immediate problems, we try to look for authentic answers to the
following questions:
 Is this an original image or was it generated by an amalgamation of different
images?
 Does this image genuinely depict the actual scenario or has it been modified to
defraud the observer?
 What is the history of processing of the image?
 What portions of the image have been transformed through processing and up
to what extent?
 Has the image been acquired by a source manufactured by vendor X or Y?
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 Has the image originated from source X as claimed?
These inquiries are only a small sample of problems confronted often by examination
and administration agencies. Nonetheless, there is an absence of strategies that can
offer assistance in discovering legitimate solutions. Albeit advanced watermarks as a
device to authenticate the images have been proposed , it’s a fact that the larger part
of the images caught today don’t incorporate a digital watermarking. Furthermore,
this circumstance is prone to proceed for the predictable future. Subsequently without
broad selection of digital watermarking, we trust it is basic to create strategies that can
assist us in making explanations about the starting point, accuracy and description
of digital images.
The issues confronted in Image Forensics are to a considerable degree troublesome and
maybe even difficult to define in a simple and basic way. Through this work, we try
to solve the problem of determination of the camera model that was used to capture
the given image. This question is a recurring one during investigations [1]. Albeit
description about the model of the camera, date, time and type of the image are all
stored in the header of the JPEG image, it is impossible to authenticate them. The
underlying assumption for the success of blind image authentication techniques is that
all images produced by a digital camera will exhibit certain characteristics regardless
of the captured scene, which are unique to that camera, due to its proprietary image
formation pipeline [1].
1.1 Formation of an Image in Digital Cameras
Figure 1.1: Camera pipeline showcasing the processing stages
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Figure 1.2: RGB values through CFA pattern
Figure 1.3: YMCA values through CFA pattern
The general sequence and structure of the processing phases of image formation
pipeline in a digital camera remains to be much similar to every other digital camera
(notwithstanding the proprietary nature of the underlying technology). A filter
(anti-aliasing filter being the one of maximum importance) is applied to the light
entering the camera through the lens, followed by focusing the incoming light onto
an array of charge-coupled device (CCD) elements, i.e., pixels. The CCD array is
the most expensive and central component of a digital camera. Each element of
CCD array that senses light integrates the incident light over the entire spectrum
and procures an electric signal representation of the scenario. Because of the mostly
monochromatic nature of every CCD element, separate CCD arrays for each colour
component are required for capturing colour images. Be that as it may, because of
expense contemplations, in most digital cameras, only a single CCD array is utilized
by orchestrating them as a part of an example where every element has a different
spectral filter, commonly one of red, green or blue (RGB). This applied mask in
front of the sensor is called the Colour Filter Array (CFA). Thus, only one band of
3
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wavelengths is sensed by each CCD element, and the raw image thus formed from the
array is a mosaic of red, green and blue pixels. CFA pattern using RGB and YMCG
colour space for a 6x6 pixel block are displayed in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 respectively.
The missing RGB values for each pixel need to be obtained through interpolation
(demosaicing) as each sub-partition of pixels only provides information about a fixed
number of green, red, and blue pixel values. By applying a kernel to the neighbouring
pixels around a missing value, the interpolation is typically carried out. Most, each
manufacturer uses a proprietary interpolation algorithm, i.e., kernels with different
shapes, sizes and interpolation functions. This is then followed by the processing
block, shown in the Figure 1.1, which involves a number of operations like colour
compression and processing producing the final image.
1.2 Motivation
Digital forensics is an upcoming branch of computer science whose need increases
with an increase of every counterfeit technology for digital images. This is coupled
with an implementation of classifiers, a sub-topic of Machine Learning, which has
untapped potential and is one of the most researched fields in Computer Science.
In our work, we strive to improve the accuracy generated by the classifiers, which
solidify the prediction of the source of the digital image in question. With a vast
array of classifiers available to explore, we shall choose the ones that would cater to
our requirements and try to optimize them. An improvement in feature extraction
from images along with the evolution of more robust classifiers will leave ample space
for developments of our work in future.
1.3 Contributions
The following are the contributions that have been made in this thesis:
 For a set of 156 images, the split, which determines the size of training and
testing datasets, is optimized for every of the 8 classifiers.
 The accuracy, precision, recall and F1 Score generated by the 8 classifiers are
4
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compared.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The thesis consists of five chapters following the present one:
Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter outlines the existing work on extraction of features necessary for Image
Source Identification.
Chapter 3: Feature Extraction
This chapter discusses the various features important for distinguishing between two
images of the same scenario, taken by two different camera models.
Chapter 4: Classifiers
This chapter discusses the eight different classifiers whose accuracies are compared.
Chapter 5: Experimental Results and Analysis
This chapter shows all the results of the performance measures of the aforementioned
classifiers.
Chapter 6: Conclusion
This chapter presents analytical remarks to overall achievements.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
From the last decade, Digital Forensics has been a popular area of research work.
Several researchers have worked on accurate and efficient extraction of features from
images that help distinguish between them. This thesis is an extension of Blind
Camera Source Identification [1], which proposes a number of features which the
classifier uses for image source identification in a blind manner, along with providing
experimental outcomes and credible accuracy in distinguishing images between the
two different camera models with the help of the proposed features. However, with
the advancements in the efficiency of the classifiers in use, the LibSVM package [2]
that was used in [1] is rendered weak by today’s standards.
There has been some earlier work on source identification based on camera
characteristics such as noise levels, headers of images, pixel locations and format
of the image [3]. However, there is a need for the presence of the original camera that
had taken the image, which is not the case with our work.
Image Quality Metrics play a pivotal role in providing quantitative data on the quality
of a rendered image [4]. Memon et al. [5] have also previously used IQM’s. We use a
subset of those IQM’s for our studies in this work.
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Chapter 3
Feature Extraction
A set of features that characterize the underlying interpolation algorithm implemented
by a specific digital camera are determined in order to identify the source of the
digital image. Multiple order of statistics of the digital image procured, are examined
to apprehend the dissimilarities in the hidden colour characteristics for the varied
camera models. We consider 22 characteristics as candidates that would help in
differentiating the camera models:
 RGB Pairs Correlation: The fact that there could be a variation in the
correlation between different colour bands, depending on the structure of the
camera, is attempted to be measured through this feature. The three correlation
pairs are RG, GB & BR.
 Average Pixel Value: According to the gray world assumption, the RGB bands
of an image average to gray, considering that there is enough colour variation
in the image. Thus, the mean of the 3 RGB channels constitute the 3 features.
 Neighbour Distribution Center of Mass : For each pixel value, its number of
pixel neighbours is calculated separately for each band, where every pixel
having a value difference of -1 or 1 from the pixel in consideration is defined
as its neighbour. The camera pipeline sensitivity to different intensity levels
is reflected in the obtained distribution. Since, a very similar but shifted
distribution is observed for two same scenario images taken by two different
camera models, to catch the shift as a feature, we calculate the center of mass
of the neighbourhood plot.
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 RGB pairs energy ratio: An integral part of the pipeline of a camera, white
point correction is observed through RGB pairs energy ratio. The calculated
features are:
E1 = |R|2/|G|2, E2 = |G|2/|B|2, E3 = |B|2/|R|2
Apart from colour features, cameras also produce images of different ’qualities’. Visual
differences such as sharpness, brightness, colour quality, etc. that can commonly be
seen in images of different camera models motivate to apply a number of Image Quality
Metrics (IQM) as features that help in distinguishing between camera models. Ten
of the founded IQM’s [5] are used in this work.
 Mean Square Error : Since the RGB colour space is not adequate to differentiate
the intensity between two colours as is the colour difference estimation by the
human eye, the image is defined in L*a*b* colour space. The Mean Square
Error is the average of the square of the differences between each corresponding
pixel of the two images of the same scenario, taken by the two camera models.
 Mean Absolute Error : It is a measure of the closeness of predictions or forecasts
to the eventual outcomes.
 Modified Infinity Norm
 Normalized Cross Correlation: The normalization of the variation in the
brightness of an image, which may arise because of lighting and exposure
conditions, is realized through this feature.
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Chapter 4
Classifiers
The identification of which of a set of categories, does a new observation belong
to, based on the previously extracted features, is called classification. In Machine
Learning, an instance of supervised learning is also called classification. The
corresponding procedure for unsupervised learning is called clustering. Individual
features help in the categorization of the final output. In our work, we have considered
two-class classifiers, because of the usage of two camera models. The two camera
models are identified by 0/1, which is the final prediction of the classifier in use.
4.1 Different Classifiers Used
We have made use of a total of 8 two-class classifiers, whose accuracies are compared.
We strive to improve upon the efficiency of these classifiers, by optimizing their
parameters.
4.1.1 Two-Class Averaged Perceptron
The Two-Class Averaged Perceptron module is implemented for the averaged
perceptron algorithm, used in a machine learning model. A very simple and an early
version of a neural network, the averaged perceptron method classifies the input into
several possible outputs based on a linear function, and then combines with a set of
weights that are derived from the feature vector.
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4.1.2 Two-Class Bayes Point Machine
The Two-Class Bayes Point Machine module can be used in creating an untrained
binary classification model. The Bayesian approach to linear classification is carried
out through the Bayes Point Machine. One ”average” classifier, the Bayes Point,
is chosen through an approximation of the theoretically optimal Bayesian average of
linear classifiers [6]. This implementation is an improvement on the original algorithm
in the following ways:
 The expectation propagation message-passing algorithm is used.
 No parameter sweeping is required.
 Data does not need to be normalized.
4.1.3 Two-Class Boosted Decision Tree
This module can be used in creating a boosted decision trees algorithm based machine
learning model. When configured properly, boosted decision trees are generally
the easiest methods through which we can achieve top performance on a variety of
problems. However, being a more memory-intensive learner, the current employment
holds everything in memory, so the ease of handling larger datasets may not be as
smooth as for a linear learner.
4.1.4 Two-Class Decision Forest
Decision forests are fast, supervised ensemble models, that can be used in the
prediction of a two-valued target. They work by voting the most popular output
class out of the earlier built multiple decision trees. Decision trees do not accept
parameters, and support data with varied distributions.In each tree, for each class, a
sequence of simple tests is run, traversing the levels until a leaf node is reached. The
many advantages of decision tree are:
 Non-linear decision boundaries can be represented.
 High efficiency in memory usage and computation during training and
prediction.
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 Integrated feature selection and classification are performed.
 Resilient in the presence of noisy features.
4.1.5 Two-Class Decision Jungle
The Two-Class Decision Jungle module can be used in creating decision jungles, which
is a supervised ensemble learning algorithm, based machine learning model [7]. They
are an extension to the aforementioned Decision Trees. However, instead of the nodes
of Decision Trees, Decision Jungles consist of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). The
following are the advantages over decision trees:
 By merging the branches, a decision DAG has a lower memory footprint and
hence, better performance.
 They do not accept parameters and can represent non-linear decision
boundaries.
 Integrated feature selection and classification are performed.
4.1.6 Two-Class Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a famous statistical implementation that is used in the prediction
of the probability of an outcome. It creates a logistic regression model that predicts
one of the two states of the target variable.
4.1.7 Two-Class Support Vector Machine
This classifier predicts between two possible outcomes dependent on categorical or
continuous predictor variables. Support vector machines (SVMs) are supervised
learning models that recognize patterns through analyzing data. They can be used
for regression tasks and classification. The feature space that contains the training
dataset is also called a hyperplane, and it may have a large number of dimensions.
4.1.8 Two-Class Locally Deep Support Vector Machine
The Two-Class Locally Deep Support Vector Machine is an extension of Support
Vector Machines, which tries to optimize the efficient scaling of SVMs to larger
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training datasets. In Two-Class Locally Deep Support Vector Machine, the kernel
function that is used for mapping data points to feature space is specifically designed
to reduce the time needed for training while maintaining most of the classification
accuracy.
4.2 Performance Measures
The metrics by which we judge a binary classification model are: Accuracy, Precision,
Recall, F1 Score and AUC. In addition, true positive, false negatives, false positives,
and true negatives, as well as ROC, Precision/Recall and Lift curves also help us
determine the performance of the model.
4.2.1 Accuracy
The proportion of correctly classified instances is called Accuracy. It generally is
the first metric that we look at when evaluating a classifier. However, in case of an
imbalanced test data (where the majority of instances belong to one class), or when
we are mostly interested in the performance of either of the classes, accuracy does not
serve a good parameter to depict the effectiveness of a classifier. For that reason, it
is desirable to compute additional metrics that capture the more specific aspects of
the evaluation.
4.2.2 Precision
Precision is the proportion of correctly classified positives: TP/(TP+FP)
4.2.3 Recall
Recall is the True Positive rate of the classifier: TP/(TP+FN)
4.2.4 F1 Score
F1 Score takes both Recall and Precision into consideration. It is the harmonic mean
of the 2 metrics: 2*(Precision*Recall)/(Precision+Recall). The F1 Score is a good
measure to summarize the evaluation in a single quantity.
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4.2.5 True Positive
The positive instances correctly predicted by a classifier are called True Positives.
4.2.6 False Negative
The negative instances incorrectly predicted by a classifier are called False Negatives.
4.2.7 False Positives
The positive instances incorrectly predicted by a classifier are called False Positives.
4.2.8 True Negative
The negative instances correctly predicted by a classifier are called True Negatives.
4.2.9 ROC
The closer the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, which is a curve
between the true positive rate and the false positive rate, is to the upper left corner,
the better is the classifier’s performance.
4.2.10 Precision/Recall
There is a visible trade-off between precision and recall. A classifier that predicts
mostly positive instances, would have a high recall, but a rather low precision as
many of the negative instances would be misclassified resulting in a large number of
false positives.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results and Analysis
To check the validity of the aforementioned features in classifying images captured
from a digital camera, a number of procedures are conducted. The two different
camera models used to take images were, Nikon D5100 and Sony SLT-A58. These
pictures were taken with maximum resolution, a size of 3696 X 2448 for Nikon, and a
size of 3872 X 2576 for Sony, auto-focus, no flash, and the other settings set to default.
The corresponding images depict the same scenario. This is necessary for comparing
corresponding pixels of the images produced by the two camera models. In order to
not disturb the interpolation algorithm used by the CFA of the camera model, we
did not compress the pictures to the same size, rather cropping the upper-left of the
larger image to the size of the smaller one.
Figure 5.1: The image on the left was captured using Nikon D5100, and the right
using Sony SLT-A58.
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An image dataset was made by taking 78 images with each of the cameras from
throughout the institute campus of NIT Rourkela, as shown in Figure 5.1. As the
resolution, and subsequent size, of the right image is more than the left, the upper
left section of the larger image is cropped to the smaller image’s size. After the
collection of the dataset, the aforementioned features are calculated for every image.
The extracted feature vectors are then stored in a comma separated value (.csv) file,
as shown in Figure 5.3. 8 different classifier models were created in Microsoft Azure.
Each of the classifiers was used in order to see the effectiveness of the features, by
inputting the .csv file for every created model. The resultant accuracies of the 8
classifiers were analyzed and compared.
Figure 5.2: SVM classifier model generated in Microsoft Azure
The non-IQM features are exclusive to each camera model (12 features). The IQM
features, which are a pixel-wise comparison of the two images, are common to both
15
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Figure 5.3: Features extracted in a .csv file
the cameras (10 features). The .csv file thus made, consists of 156 rows (78 for each
camera model) and 22 columns. A 23rd column is added which is binary in nature
16
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(0/1) with 0 denoting Nikon and 1 denoting Sony. The split module, which is variable
in the model, splits the input dataset into Training dataset and Testing dataset.
5.1 Results
5.1.1 Two-Class Averaged Perceptron
For a training dataset of 144 images and a test dataset of 12 images (a split of 0.92),
the accuracy is 91.7%.
Figure 5.4: Evaluation and Score Results of Two-Class Averaged Perceptron
5.1.2 Two-Class Bayes Point Machine
For a training dataset of 140 images and a test dataset of 16 images (a split of 0.81),
the accuracy is 90.0%.
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Figure 5.5: Evaluation and Score Results of Two-Class Bayes Point Machine
5.1.3 Two-Class Boosted Decision Tree
For a training dataset of 134 images and a test dataset of 22 images (a split of 0.86),
the accuracy is 95.5%.
Figure 5.6: Evaluation and Score Results of Two-Class Boosted Decision Tree
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5.1.4 Two-Class Decision Forest
For a training dataset of 142 images and a test dataset of 14 images (a split of 0.91),
the accuracy is 92.9%.
Figure 5.7: Evaluation and Score Results of Two-Class Decision Forest
5.1.5 Two-Class Decision Jungle
For a training dataset of 128 images and a test dataset of 28 images (a split of 0.82),
the accuracy is 89.3%.
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Figure 5.8: Evaluation and Score Results of Two-Class Decision Jungle
5.1.6 Two-Class Logistic Regression
For a training dataset of 137 images and a test dataset of 19 images (a split of 0.88),
the accuracy is 89.5%.
Figure 5.9: Evaluation and Score Results of Two-Class Logistic Regression
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5.1.7 Two-Class Support Vector Machines
For a training dataset of 144 images and a test dataset of 12 images (a split of 0.92),
the accuracy is 91.7%.
Figure 5.10: Evaluation and Score Results of Two-Class Support Vector Machines
5.1.8 Two-Class Locally-Deep Support Vector Machines
For a training dataset of 142 images and a test dataset of 14 images (a split of 0.91),
the accuracy is 85.7%.
Figure 5.11: Evaluation and Score Results of Two-Class Locally-Deep Support Vector
Machines
21
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
We have considered the image characteristics that are important for the image source
identification of a digital image. We then optimize the various classifiers in use, to the
dataset provided by us. Finally, we compare the efficiency of these classifiers. With
improvements in image feature extraction, the boundary of which characteristics are
important becomes more distinct, thus, discarding the redundant ones. However,
there is ample room for improvement in both extraction as well as classification.
Using more than the extracted 22 features can further increase the accuracy of the
classifiers:
 Wavelet Domain Statistics
 Pratt Measure
 f Divergences
 HVS Modified Spectral Distortion
The dataset of 156 images is not large enough to satiate the training and testing needs
of the classifiers. Thus, as we increase the number of images that are used for training
and testing, we will also increase the accuracy of the classifiers.
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